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Getting hooked on fishing

Paxton netting continues

On the 17th August, Tweed Foundation and Tweed
Commission staff, under the Tweed Start Initiative
for introducing children to fishing, helped to run a
successful fishing day on the Whiteadder
Reservoir in conjuction with staff and volunteers
from the water sports centre. After an
introduction to being safe on the river bank, 21
children learned some basic entomology and the
basics of casting a fly rod. Children then put their
new skills into practice, with two wild Brown Trout
being caught. There was also an impromptu dip in
the reservoir at the end!

With funding from Marine Scotland Science, the
Paxton netting station continues to be run by The
Tweed Foundation in partnership with the Paxton
Trust to help monitor the adult Salmon and Sea
Trout run, adding to the data we collect from rod
fisheries. This gives us an opportunity to record
lengths, weights and by taking a few scales we can
age every fish that is caught, before being carefully
returned to the river.

Due to high demand for the day, further sessions
are planned. More information will be posted at :https://www.whiteadderwatersports.co.uk/

The largest fish this year was a 19lbs Salmon that
was caught in the last week of August (picture
above).

Bugs and beasties sampling

More questions?

Salmon are also floy tagged to see how many are
recaptured, which gives us an understanding of
what proportion of fish are caught in the river,
which changes through the year from around 30%
in Spring to less than 10% in Autumn. The floy
tagging programme for rod caught fish, now in its
second year, provides an indication of recapture
rate, with very low numbers of fish being caught
again. This tells us recaptures do not have a strong
influence on the annual rod catch total.

Feedback on this Newsletter, and suggestions for future topics are very welcome
Email: enquiries@rtc.org.uk
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Gill deformaties in Salmon
An unusual finding from electro-fishing the Gala
Water in 2020 was the presence of reasonable
numbers of Salmon Fry with a missing gill
operculum. Some of these fish were then detected
in the Gala smolt trap. We don’t know what caused
this deformity and we haven’t seen it before or
since then. We also don’t know whether it affects
the survival of fish. However, one of these fish has
already returned to the Gala Water and was
detected by the fish counter. Another fish was
caught at the nets (picture below), although we
don’t know where this fish originated from.

George Ingles

Sadly, George Ingles, charismatic boatman for
Lower Dryburgh, passed away on August 18th
2021. There is a service at Borders Crematorium
on Wednesday, September 1st, at 12 noon, to
which all family and friends are invited.
The picture above and following text has been
provided by Mr Len Handler(www.flydreamers.com)
“George was always full of energy and
enthusiasm, he was always optimistic that a fish
could be caught no matter what the conditions.
Lunch was always a laugh as he told endless
stories of his escapades as a younger man fishing
on Tweed and other rivers. He will be sadly
missed but fondly remembered”.

Pink Salmon reports are starting to decrease, but
all sightings are important. Please report all
captures to the River Tweed Commission on:
01896 848294. If you are confident of your ID,
Pink Salmon should be humanely despatched,
retained and the Commission contacted. For more
advice and information on identification:
https://www.rivertweed.org.uk/news/?p=6515

All change at The Tweed Foundation
With recent staff changes at the Tweed Foundation
(Kenny Galt moving to Galloway and Dr Ronald
Campbell retiring), we welcome two replacements
in the form of Suzanne Taylor who has just
graduated from Aberdeen University and Jonny
Archer who has just submitted his MRes
dissertation at Glasgow. Both are helping out with
the electro-fishing this summer. Jonny will
continue the excellent work carried out by Kenny
on Trout and Grayling. Suzanne is getting stuck
into scale reading and fish counter data.

A female Pink Salmon caught this year
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